Deep River and Area Minor Soccer Club
Annual General Meeting
September 12, 2019
Location:
Time:

W.B. Lewis Public Library, Program Room, 55 Ridge Rd., Deep River, ON
7:00 pm

I.

Roll Call
12 Members in attendance. Quorum is 10 members or 10% of the membership
(10%*305=30). Quorum is met. See Appendix A.

II.

Credentials Report
No report.

III.

Approval of 2019 AGM Minutes
Motion # 09-12-19-1 Motioned by Cheryl Smith and seconded by Miranda Kittmer that
the 2019 AGM Minutes be accepted. Carried.

IV.

President’s Report
See Appendix B.

V.

Officer’s Reports
A.
Report of Vice President (Internal)
See Appendix C.
B.

Report of U6 Coordinator
1.
See Appendix D.
2.
Of note there needs to be better communication from parents to coaches
regarding children with special needs and parents need to volunteer as a helper
in order to be able to come on the pitch to assist their child. What can we do as
a club to better foster inclusiveness? Ontario Soccer has something in place.
Cheryl will look into it.

C.

Report of U8 Coordinator
1.
No report submitted.
2.
Meredith Jeffrey commented as a U8 assistant coach and parent: There
were some early issues between some coaches and a referee, but Helmut came
and spoke with the coaches and reminded them that the goal of U8 is fun. There
was Fun Day confusion due to thunder and lightning. Those present didn’t know
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if there was a policy until Ken Lundie arrived and explained clearly the Ontario
Soccer policy. The U8 coordinator immediately canceled although some families
stayed behind to play anyway. It was agreed that once Amy canceled, DRAMSC
was no longer liable for anyone on the pitch.
D.

Report of Vice President (External)
See Appendix E.

E.

Report of Registrar
See Appendix F.

F.

Report of Head Referee
1.
No Head Referee, but Cheryl submitted a report as the scheduler. See
Appendix F.
2.
Amber Hopkins commented that she found the scheduling to be better
than previous years. It was more consistent and well-communicated.
3.
Kylie Smith suggested that A/R flags be issued to the referees instead of
the coaches. Sometimes the coaches forget to bring them. This will be
implemented in 2020.

G.

Report of Head Coach
Fabrice had limited interaction with the coaches this year. The clinic was not
presented, but he did come to the U8 coaches to provide support and tips. They
did not show much interest. Perhaps we need to do a better job of
communicating to coaches that Fabrice is available for mentoring, giving
perspective and ideas. He is willing to stay on and be available to older groups.
He also suggested he could do technical skills camps for the players and coaches.
This idea was well-received and we will try to implement in 2020.

H.

Report of the Equipment Manager
See Appendix G.

I.

Report of the VUSL Representative
Pembroke and Petawawa were better represented at meetings this year.
Numbers overall were low, but did get better over the course of time. Petawawa
tried to organize a tournament at the end of the season, but it fell through.
Perhaps with more advanced planning and advertising it can take place next
year. Petawawa is also holding try-outs for competitive teams at the U14 (boys
and girls) and U18 (girls) levels.
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VI.

Treasurer’s Report
See Appendix H

VII.

Appointment of Auditors
Motion #09-12-19-2 Cheryl motioned and Martin seconded that the firm of Dean
Sinclair Chartered Accountants of Pembroke be retained to review the 2019 finances.
Carried.

VIII.

Election of Directors
The following positions are elected in odd numbered years: Vice-President (External),
Secretary, Registrar and Head Referee.

IX.

A.

Vice-President (External)
Motion # 09-12-19-3 Suzanne nominated Martin Smith. Martin accepted the
nomination. No other nominations. Martin was acclaimed as Vice President
(External).

B.

Secretary
Motion # 09-12-19-4 Miranda nominated Cheryl Smith. Cheryl accepted the
nomination. No other nominations. Cheryl was acclaimed as Secretary.

C.

Registrar
Motion # 09-12-19-5 Suzanne nominated Cheryl Smith. Cheryl accepted the
nomination. No other nominations. Cheryl was acclaimed as Registrar. (It should
be noted that the duties of Secretary and Registrar are part of Cheryl’s
compensated Administrator duties, however, as they are also recognized as
director’s roles, the formality of nomination was held. Had any others been
nominated and elected, the duties would have passed to them.)

D.

Head Referee
Motion # 09-12-19-6 Fabrice nominated Helmut Fritzsche as Head Referee. No
other nominations. Helmut accepted the nomination. Helmut
acclaimed as Head Referee.

E.

Member-at-Large
Stephen Hopkins, Katja Fritzsche and Meredith Jeffrey to continue as Membersat-Large.

Registration Fees
Cheryl had made two different recommendations in her reports depending on the view
of the role (registrar or treasurer). It was clear from discussion that the issue would take
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some time to think about and discuss and time was short at this point. Setting
registration fees for 2020 deferred to a later board meeting.
X.

Wording Change to DRAMSC Constitution
The constitution defines regular members in the context of registration with Ontario
Soccer. However, the new registration system does not allow for the registration of
Administrators / Directors.
Motion # 9-12-19-7 Helmut motioned for the Constitution to read “A regular member
is either: … a Club Administrator” (page 1) and “An administrator is an individual who is
responsible for one or more of the functions to operate a Club.” (page 2) Cheryl
seconded. Carried.

XI.

Other Business
Meredith asked about U6 and U8 Coordinators for 2020. Meredith agreed to be the U8
coordinator. An email must be sent out to U6 parents encouraging someone to take on
the U6 coordinator role. A first email should be done soon mentioning the need. If
there are no responses, a follow-up should be sent emphasizing that there will be no U6
program without a coordinator. Action: Meredith to send Helmut the U6 email
addresses and Helmut to send the emails to the parents.

XII.

Adjournment
Motion # 9-12-19-8 Helmut motioned to adjourn the meeting at 9:00 pm. Martin
seconded. Carried.
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Appendix B
Report of the DRAMSC President for 2019 AGM

First of all I want to thank all the club volunteers for their contributions: coaches, assistant
coaches, managers, and board members. We always have to keep in mind that we are doing it for
the kids so that they can play the beautiful game of soccer.
Special thanks to Cheryl Smith, our club administrator, website administrator, referee
coordinator, secretary and treasurer!! She worked through the painful transition to our new
website, new online registration, and the new registration system OSCAR. Fantastic job!
The President’s job was quite easy this year: I acted as the single point of contact for our district
SNE, the competitive ERSL, and the town of Deep River. I made sure that registration deadlines
for our club and teams were met and attended AGMs and SGMs, and was the club’s
representative on the SNE discipline board.
We are a small club but I am proud that we can offer house league, select, and competitive
soccer because of the dedication and commitment of our volunteers!
Helmut Fritzsche
(DRAMSC President)
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Appendix C

DRAMSC 2019 Year-End Report
VP Internal
Registration
The 2019 U10 program fielded 4 teams; 2 girls and 2 boys.

Coaches
Recruiting volunteer coaches this year had some challenges. Each team had at least 2 coaches,
while some teams had 3 coaches.

Schedule
The U10 soccer season started on time. The first practice took place on Monday, May 6, 2019,
on the Mackenzie Football Field. The season finished with a Festival Day in Petawawa on
Saturday, July 13th for the boys and on Sunday, July 14th for the girls. All players and coaches
were sent a schedule prior to the start of the season

Referees
Cheryl Smith scheduled the student referees for home games.

Inclement Weather
There were no days cancelled this year due to inclement weather. A couple of games played
shorter halves due to the hot temperature.

Equipment
All coaches were provided with an equipment bag and a ball bag prior to the start of the first
practice.

Select Team
The boys had a select team with 9 players. This team practiced Friday evenings on the
Mackenzie Football Field. The girls were offered the opportunity to play on a select team;
however, there was a lack of interest.

U8 to play U10 Opportunity
At the end of the U8 season, there were only a couple of U10 practice days left; therefore, we
did not offer U8 players the opportunity to practice with U10.

Submitted by Miranda Kittmer - VP Internal
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Appendix D

U6 Coordinator Report – 2019
DRAMSC AGM September 12, 2019
Meredith Jeffrey

1. Had a great year with U6 kids.
2. Getting coaches was okay. I did mention that if we didn’t have enough coaches we
would have to cancel U6.
3. I ended up having 5 teams of 9-10 players on each team. We used 5 pitches for practices
and the odd team out would scrimmage within their respective team. I tried to rotate
this as best as possible so every team would have equal opportunity to play alone (52
total players).
4. There weren’t many issues with registration in that there were no late comers (with the
exception of one child that moved down from U8).
5. We did have a special needs child that came to us in the second week from U8. I
thought she would have thrived in U6, but the parents decided it was not the right sport
for their child and they pulled her from soccer altogether.
6. Our U6 Fun Day was our last day of soccer. Each team played 3 games. It was a little
chaotic, so we ended the day.
7. I did the photography for the U6 and U8 and we gave medals and soccer balls to each
child at the end.
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Appendix E
DRAMSC Annual General Meeting, September 12th, 2019
Report of VP External
For the 2019 season, Deep River entered a total of nine teams in the VUSL in the lower six
divisions: U10B (two teams), U10G (two teams), U12B (two teams), U12G (one team), U15B (one
team), and U15G (one team).
The club also combined with Petawawa for a competitive U16G team in the ERSL.
There was initially some difficulty in finding coaches for some of the Deep River teams. However,
this was quickly remedied and the teams generally enjoyed good seasons with plenty of volunteer
coaches. Five coaches attended a Soccer for Life course held in Petawawa in May.
The referees in Deep River once again did a great job. I would like to thank all the referees and
their scheduler, Cheryl Smith.
Deep River was well represented at a goalie clinic held in Pembroke. The club sent 13 goalies
across the U10, U12, and U15 levels. All players found this very beneficial and we hope this level
of interest continues in future years.
This report briefly describes the 2019 season for the U10B, U12, and U15 teams.
U10 Boys
A total of 23 boys signed up for U10, which was less than in 2018. Two teams were formed. The
U10B teams were competitive in their games, generally winning more than they lost. Both teams
participated in a one-day festival in Renfrew and competed well against teams from elsewhere
in the Ottawa Valley. The Renfrew Festival was, once again, a great success.
A U10B Select team was formed again this year and practiced on Friday evenings. Nine boys were
on the Select team this season. The Select team played against Renfrew and two Petawawa teams
on three days held in Renfrew, Petawawa, and Deep River. These games were very competitive
and the Deep River team was unbeaten in its nine games. The Select team also played in the
Mississippi Invitational Festival in Carleton Place, which was a good experience, with some boys
playing outside of the valley for the first time.
U12 Girls
One U12G team was formed this season, with 14 players. Although numbers were lower than in
previous years, the girls were competitive and had a good season.
U12 Boys
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Twenty boys signed up for U12 this year, which was similar to the numbers in 2018. After some
deliberation, it was decided to form two small teams with ten players each, rather than one large
team of 20 players. This was a tough decision but a good one. The U12B teams were supported
by players from the U10B and U12G teams, and were able to field a full team in all their games.
Both U12B teams were competitive in their games in the valley.
The two U12B teams combined into a single team for the Mississippi Invitational Festival in
Carleton Place. The boys were competitive and enjoyed the experience.
U15 Girls
Numbers were very low for the U15G team this year, with only 13 players registered. Despite the
low numbers, the team completed all their games and enjoyed the experience.
U15 Boys
The U15B team was large, with over 20 players registered. They enjoyed a very successful season,
winning their division with ten wins and only one loss. The team also won their end-of-season
cup day in Renfrew. I would like to congratulate all the players and coaches of the U15B team on
their achievements this season.
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Appendix F

Deep River and Area Minor Soccer Club
Annual General Meeting, September 12, 2019
Administrator’s Report
Cheryl A. Smith

This report encompasses the reports that would have been covered by the Registrar and Head
Referee.

Registrar’s Report
Total volunteer registrations (coaches, managers, student volunteers): 64
Total active player registrations: 233
U6: 52
U8: 46
U10: 44
U12: 33
U15: 40
U16: 18
“Early bird” house team active registrations (by April 13): 200
Active registrations received by VUSL division planning meeting (April 11): 149
(51 registrations received April 12 & 13 – only at this point did we know for certain the
feasibility of the U15 teams)
Late house team registrations: 15
I recommend DRAMSC move “early bird” registration to earlier in the year to coincide with the
registrations of other VUSL clubs with the goal of having more definite numbers by the division
planning meeting. Online registration means we can open registration much earlier. It may also
be worth considering raising the “regular” fees more to encourage early registration.
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REGISTRATIONS BY YEAR
REGISTRATIONS
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Referee Report
Total number of referees registered with Ontario Soccer: 17
Small-sided: 7 (U8 & U10)
Youth: 4
District: 6 (four students, two adults)
Home games (U8-U15 including U10 Select): 62
Scheduling presented some challenges this year as usual as several referees also played,
however, almost all challenges were met in house. The biggest challenges were having only one
referee to center ref the U15 games, giving equal time to all referees, and home games being
scheduled on the same night as high school graduation. It should be suggested to the VUSL
scheduler to avoid any games the last week of school as many referees in the league are not
available due to grade 8 and high school graduations. I consider us lucky to have been able to
find anyone for the U15G game on June 27.
Without a Head Referee to mentor our referees, Helmut and I attended U8 and U10 games at the
least whenever a brand new small-sided referee was officiating their first game. I also asked
Amber Hopkins and Kylie Smith to be present on some occasions to observe, encourage and
answer questions. For the most part the small-sided referees did well, although a couple
struggled more. If this group continues, we should have a strong set of referees in the coming
years who will be skilled at officiating the game as well as educating the players during the
course of the game.
Observed issues of concern:
•
•
•

•

Coaches not prepared with game sheets. Often, game sheets that were submitted had
incorrect information, if they were submitted at all.
Coaches not respecting the directions of the referee. At least one coach argued with the
referees who asked him to move his team to the opposite side of the field.
Excessive “coaching” from parents and undermining the decisions of the referees. This
was mainly from visiting teams as Deep River coaches have been working at educating
parents on side-line behavior.
VUSL by-laws, although in place to appropriately protect referees from abusive and
disappointed individuals (XXII. 9 “The quality of refereeing or lack of assistant referees
is not something that can be protested”), do not have any procedure in place to allow for
identification and correction of egregious bias of referees. Match officials, regardless of
age, are subject to Ontario Soccer Policies in which they are to “Act openly, impartially,
professionally, lawfully, and in good faith” (Ontario Soccer Policies, Code of Conduct
and Ethics,17.g). Many, if not all, VUSL clubs are not in a position to follow Ontario
Soccer’s Long Term Official Development Program which would promote on-going
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education and skill development. Many, like DRAMSC, also likely find themselves
without a qualified Head Referee. Therefore, young people are put in a position of
authority without oversight in which it may be difficult to temper a bias for or against
particular teams. It is my opinion that DRAMSC should encourage VUSL to not
consider disciplinary measures as a first response to these issues but rather be open to
receiving valid concerns and allowing for educational opportunities when they arise. It
should be our aim as individual clubs and as a league to not only be developing our
players, but our referees as well to the best of our abilities.
Overall, I was very pleased with our young referees this year. Any time I observed them, they
handled themselves professionally and courteously with both home and away teams. Although I
am certain there was never a perfectly called game, I think they represented DRAMSC and our
community positively and I look forward to observing their growth in the coming years.
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Appendix G

DRAMSC
Equipment Manager Report
2019 SOCCER SEASON

Summary
DRAMSC is in our final year of a three year contract with Avanti Sports to outfit our players and
supply our equipment. This contract enables purchases of complete jersey sets at an excellent
price as well as an additional 10% discount on any and all equipment purchased within the
contract time frame. The jersey sets each include a jersey in our club colors (red) with printed
club crest, along with coordinating black shorts and red socks. These sets are provided for all
players in the U10-U19 leagues. Those in the U6 leagues received only jerseys in various colors.
Purchases this year were as follows:
• 134 jerseys sets ( jersey, shorts and socks) for U10-U15 players
• 55 jerseys for the U8 players
• Misc. equipment (balls, goal nets, pumps etc)
• 2 portable team benches for use at games and tournaments
• 10 referee jerseys with socks
Sponsorship
Tim Hortons
The Breckon family were yet again gracious enough to sponsor our U6 league this season. They
provided 7 sets of jerseys kits to our players, which included shorts and socks. They also
provided medals and soccer for all of the U6 players at seasons end. Thank you to Tim Hortons.
Inventory
We are in good standing. Purchases of replacement miscellaneous equipment due to general
wear and tear, should be minimal.
Next Season
As we are in the final year with Avanti Sports Group, I would recommend they continue to be
our suppliers for our jerseys and other equipment.
Suzanne Davenport
DRAMSC Equipment Manager
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Appendix H

Deep River & Area Minor Soccer Club
Annual General Meeting, September 12, 2019
Treasurer’s Report for 2019 Season
Prepared by Cheryl A. Smith, Treasurer

Financial Highlights and Notes
A.

Profit and Loss with a Comparison to 2018 (as of September 9, 2019)

▪

TOTAL INCOME is $35,312.00, a 6.9% decrease from 2018 ($37,910.91).
▪ Registration Fees – Registration income experienced a 9.0% decrease from
2018.
▪ Registration Income is offset by Player Sponsorships and Bad Debt. Taking
this into account, Net Registration Income is $33,047, an 8% decrease from
2018.

▪

TOTAL EXPENSES is $31,426.51, a 21.8% decrease from 2018
▪ Major purchases: No major or unexpected expenses have occurred.
▪ Player sponsorships: DRAMSC sponsored one player for the regular season
and one player for U10 Select.

▪

NET INCOME is $3,833.62 to date, a 270.1% increase over 2018.
▪ Outstanding expenses: DRCA membership for 2019, final, SNE registration
fees, final VUSL costs (or credit), AGM related costs, monthly bank service
fees.
▪ It is anticipated that DRAMSC will come close to breaking even by December
31.
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Income & Expenses by Year
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$42,755.00 $39,815.00 $43,652.00 $42,931.00 $38,501.00 $38,191.00 $35,312.00

Expenses $38,802.00 $40,246.00 $33,814.00 $36,638.00 $36,082.00 $45,418.00 $31,426.00
Income

Expenses

Looking Ahead
Ontario Soccer has issued a new recommended fee schedule for match officials for 2020. These
amounts are given as ranges, so it remains to be seen what figures VUSL will set for the league.
The average increase is between $6 and $10 depending on the division and role. A rough
forecast based on 2019’s referee payroll for home VUSL games shows a potential increase of
$1038. With a reserve of about $20,000, the decision to raise registration fees for house teams
can be delayed until we see the impact this increase will have notwithstanding any decision to
increase the “regular” fee to encourage earlier registration.

Financial Review for FY-2019
Review of financial data is a requirement for staying affiliated with SNE and being incorporated.
It is recommended that we again retain the services of the firm Dean Sinclair Chartered
Accounts, Pembroke, to perform the review of the 2019 finances.
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1.
2.
3.

Outstanding from bounced U10 select checks
Equipment for 2020 competitive team
$950 Revolving A/P to prorate retention of Dean Sinclair accountants. $0.98 monthly fee for email account. Waiting to
receive invoices for outstanding amounts to SNE, VUSL and DRCA.
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